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Mass Analysis
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1.1
Introduction

Moderndaymass analyzer technologies have, togetherwith soft ionization techniques,
opened powerful new avenues by which insights can be gained into polymer systems
using mass spectrometry (MS). Recent years have seen important advances in mass
analyzer design, and a suite of effectivemass analysis options are currently available to
the polymer chemist. In assessing the suitability of different mass analyzers toward
the examination of a given polymer sample, a range of factors, ultimately driven by the
scientific questions being pursued, must be taken into account. It is the aim of the
current chapter to provide a reference point for making such assessments.

The chapter will open with a summary of the measures of mass analyzer
performancemost pertinent to polymer chemists (Section 1.2). How thesemeasures
of performance are defined and how they commonly relate to the outcomes of
polymer analyses will be presented. Following this, the various mass analyzer
technologies of most relevance to contemporary MS will be discussed (Section 1.3);
basic operating principles will be introduced, and the measures of performance
described in Section 1.2 will be summarized for each of these technologies. Finally,
an instrument�s tandem and multiple-stage MS (MS/MS and MSn, respectively)
capabilities can play a significant role in its applicability to a given polymer system.
The capabilities of different mass analyzers and hybrid mass spectrometers in
relation to these different modes of analysis will be summarized in Section 1.4.

1.2
Measures of Performance

When judging the suitability of a given mass analyzer toward the investigation of a
polymer system, the relevant performance characteristics will depend on the scientific
motivations driving the study. Inmost instances, knowledge of the followingmeasures
of mass analyzer performance will allow a reliable assessment to be made: mass
resolving power, mass accuracy, mass range, linear dynamic range, and abundance
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sensitivity. How these different performance characteristics are defined, and how they
relate to the data collected from polymer samples is expanded upon in the sections
below.

1.2.1
Mass Resolving Power

Mass analyzers separate gas-phase ions based on their mass-to-charge ratios
(m/z); how well these separations can be performed and measured is defined by
the instrument�s mass resolving power. IUPAC recommendations allow for two
definitions of mass resolving power [1]. The �10% valley definition� states that,
for two singly charged ion signals of equal height in a mass spectrum at masses
M and (M�DM) separated by a valley which, at its lowest point, is 10% of the
height of either peak, mass resolving power is defined as M/DM. This definition
of mass resolving power is illustrated in portion A of Figure 1.1. The �peak width
definition� also defines mass resolving power as M/DM; in this definition, M

Figure 1.1 Methods of calculating mass resolving power. Portion (A) illustrates calculation via the
10% valley definition. Portion (B) illustrates calculation via the FWHM definition.
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refers to the mass of singly charged ions that make up a single peak, and DM
refers to the width of this peak at a height which is a specified fraction of the
maximum peak height. It is recommended that one of three specified fractions
should always be used: 50%, 5%, or 0.5%. In practice, the value of 50% is
frequently utilized; this common standard, illustrated in portion B of Figure 1.1,
is termed the �full width at half maximum height� (FWHM) definition. The
mass resolving power values quoted for the mass analyzers described in this
chapter use the FWHM criterion.

In the context of polymer analysis, the mass resolving power is important when
characterizing different analyte ions of similar but nonidentical masses. These
different ions may contain separate vital pieces of information. An example of this
would be if the analytes of interest contain different chain end group function-
alities; characterization of these distinct end groups would allow separate insights
to be gained into polymer formation processes. Whether or not this information
can be extracted from the mass spectrum depends on the resolving power of the
mass analyzer. The importance of mass resolving power in this context has been
illustrated in Figure 1.2 using data taken from a study conducted by Szablan et al.,
who were interested in the reactivities of primary and secondary radicals derived
from various photoinitiators [2]. Through the use of a 3D ion trap mass analyzer,
these authors were able to identify at least 14 different polymer end group
combinations within am/z window of 65. This allowed various different initiating
radical fragments to be identified, and insights to be gained into the modes of
termination that were taking place in these polymerization systems. It can be seen
that the mass resolving power of the 3D ion trap allowed polymer structures
differing in mass by 2Da to be comfortably distinguished from one another.

Figure 1.2 A 3D ion trap-derived mass spectrum of the polymer obtained from an Irgacure 819-
initiated pulsed laser polymerization of dimethyl itaconate, adapted from Figure 12 of Szablan
et al. [2].
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1.2.2
Mass Accuracy

Mass accuracy refers to them/zmeasurement error – that is, the difference between
the truem/z and themeasuredm/z of a given ion – divided by the truem/z of the ion,
and is usually quoted in terms of parts per million (ppm). For a single reading, the
term �mass measurement error� may be used [3]. It is usual for mass accuracy to
increase withmass resolving power, and a highermass accuracy increases the degree
of confidence in which peak assignments can bemade based upon them/z. This lies
in the fact that increases in mass accuracy will result in an increased likelihood of
uniquely identifying the elemental compositions of observed ions.

When attempting to identify peaks in mass spectra obtained from a polymer
sample, it is common for different feasible analyte ions to have similar but non-
isobaric masses. If the theoreticalm/z�s of these potential ion assignments differ by
an amount lower than the expected mass accuracy of the mass analyzer, an ion
assignment cannot be made based on m/z alone. Ideally such a scenario would be
resolved through complementary experiments using, for example, MS/MS or
alternate analytical techniques, in which one potential ion assignment is confirmed
and the others are rejected. However if such methods are not practical, the use of a
mass analyzer capable of greater mass accuracy may be necessary. An example of the
use of ultrahigh mass accuracy data for this purpose can be found in research
conducted by Gruendling et al., who were investigating the degradation of reversible
addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) agent-derived polymer end groups [4].
These authors initially used a 3D ion trap instrument to identify a peak atm/z 1275.6
for which three possible degradation products could be assigned. To resolve this
issue, the same sample was analyzed using a Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance (FT-ICR) mass analyzer. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, the ultrahigh mass
accuracy obtained using FT-ICR allowed two of the potential ion assignments to be

Figure 1.3 An FT-ICR-derived signal from the
degradation product of a RAFT end group
containing polymer chain. The gray chemical
formulas describe potential ion assignments
ruled out based on higher than expected mass

measurement errors. The black chemical
formula describes the ion assignment
confirmed via an acceptable mass
measurement error. Image adapted from
Figure 2 of Gruendling et al. [4].
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ruled out based on higher than expected mass measurement errors; the mass
measurement error of the third ion was reasonable, allowing a specific degradation
product to be confirmed.

1.2.3
Mass Range

Themass range is the range ofm/z�s overwhich amass analyzer can operate to record
amass spectrum.Whenquotingmass ranges, it is conventional to only state an upper
limit; it is, however, important to note that for many mass analyzers, increasing the
m/z�s amenable to analysis will often compromise lower m/z measurements. As
such, themass ranges quoted for themass analyzers described in this chapter do not
necessarily reflect an absolute maximum; they instead provide an indication of the
upper limits thatmay be achieved in standard instrumentation before performance is
severely compromised.

The mass range is frequently of central importance when assessing the suitability
of a givenmass analyzer toward a polymer sample. Formanymass analyzers, there is
often a high likelihood that the polymer chains of interest are of a mass beyond the
mass range; this places a severe limitation on the ability of the mass spectrometer to
generate useful data. Becausemass analyzers separate ions based on theirm/z�s, the
generation of multiply charged ions may alleviate this issue. Relatively high mass
resolving powers are, however, required to separate multiply charged analyte ions,
and efficient and controlled multiple charging of polymer samples is generally
difficult to achieve. As such, the generation of multiply charged ions is not a reliable
method for overcoming mass range limitations, and for many studies, mass range
capabilities will ultimately dictate a mass analyzer�s suitability.

1.2.4
Linear Dynamic Range

The linear dynamic range is the range over which the ion signal is directly
proportional to the analyte concentration. This measure of performance is of
importance to the interpretation of mass spectral relative abundance readings; it
can provide an indication of whether or not the relative abundances observed in a
mass spectrum are representative of analyte concentrations within the sample. The
linear dynamic range values quoted within this chapter represent the limits of mass
analysis systems as integrated wholes; that is, in addition to the specific influence of
the mass analyzer on linear dynamic range, the influences of ion sampling and
detection have been taken into consideration. In many measurement situations,
however, these linear dynamic range limits cannot be reached. Chemical- or mass-
based bias effects during the ionization component of an MS experiment will
frequently occur, resulting in gas-phase ion abundances that are not representative
of the original analyte concentrations. When present, such ionization bias effects
will generally be the dominant factor in reducing linear dynamic range. Only in the
instances in which ionization bias effects can be ruled out can the linear dynamic
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range values quoted in this chapter provide an indication of the trustworthiness of
mass spectral abundance data.

In most polymer analyses, ionization bias effects will be prevalent. There are,
however, specific scenarios inwhich ionization bias effects can rightfully be assumed
to be minimal. One example can be found in free radical polymerizations in which
propagating chains are terminated via disproportionation reactions. When consid-
ering such a system, it can be noted that disproportionation products are produced in
equal abundances, but identical reaction products may also be generated from other
polymerization mechanisms; accurate relative abundance data are therefore needed
to infer the extent to which these other mechanisms are occurring. Because the
products in question are chemically similar and have similar masses, depending on
the chosen ionization method, it may be possible to conclude that these chains will
not experience chemical- or mass-based ionization bias relative to each other. Under
these circumstances, the linear dynamic range of the mass analysis system is crucial
to the determination of accurate relative abundances for these products. This
scenario can be seen in research conducted by Hart-Smith et al. [5], who used a
3D ion trap instrument to analyze acrylate-derived star polymers. Themass spectrum
illustrated in Figure 1.4, taken from this research, shows two peaks, A and B, which
correspond to disproportionation products. Based on the comparatively high relative
abundance of peak B and the linear dynamic range of the 3D ion trap, these authors
were able to infer that another mechanism capable of producing peak B, intermo-
lecular chain transfer, was up to two timesmore prevalent than disproportionation in
the polymerization under study.

1.2.5
Abundance Sensitivity

Abundance sensitivity refers to the ratio of the maximum ion current recorded at an
m/z of M to the signal level arising from the background at an adjacent m/z of

Figure 1.4 A 3D ion trap-derivedmass spectrum of star polymers obtained from a RAFT-mediated
polymerization of methyl acrylate, adapted from Figure 6.3.8 of Hart-Smith et al. [5].
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(M þ 1). This is closely related to dynamic range: the ratio of the maximum useable
signal to theminimumuseable signal (the detection limit) [1]. Abundance sensitivity,
however, goes beyond dynamic range in that it takes into account the effects of peak
tailing. By considering the abundance sensitivity of a mass analyzer, one can obtain
an indication of the maximum range of analyte concentrations capable of being
detected in a given sample.

In the analysis of polymer samples, it is often the case that the characterization of
low abundance species is of more importance than the characterization of high
abundance species. For example, it is well established that polymer samples
generated viaRAFTpolymerizationswill often be dominated by chainswhich contain
end groups derived from a RAFTmediating agent; if novel insights are to be gained
into these systems, it is often required that lower abundance polymer chains are
characterized. This can be seen in work conducted by Ladavi�ere et al. using a time-of-
flight (TOF) mass analyzer [6]. The spectrum shown in Figure 1.5, taken from this
research, indicates the presence of chains with thermal initiator derived end groups
(IUNa

x ; IYK
x , and IYNa

x ) and chains terminated via combination reactions (CNa
x ), in

addition to the dominant RAFT agent-derived end group containing chains. The
peaks associated with termination via combination are one order ofmagnitude lower

Figure 1.5 An electrospray ionization-TOF-derivedmass spectrumof the polymer obtained from a
RAFT-mediated polymerization of styrene, adapted from Figure 1 of Ladavi�ere et al. [6].
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than the most abundant peak within the spectrum and are clearly discernable from
baseline noise. When attempting to characterize low abundance chains in such a
manner, the abundance sensitivities listed in this chapter can provide some indi-
cation of the extent to which this can be achieved when using a given mass analyzer.

It is, however, important to note that the ability to observe relatively low abundance
chains will also be influenced by components of the MS experiment other than the
mass analyzer. The ionization method being used may, for example, be inefficient at
ionizing the chains of interest, reducing the likelihood of their detection. Themethod
used to prepare the polymer sample for ionization may also have an impact; for
instance evidence suggests that issues associated with standard methods of polymer
sample preparation for matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) experi-
ments reduce the capacity to detect relatively low abundance species [6, 7], and that
these issues significantly outweigh the influence of mass analyzer abundance
sensitivities [7]. The mass analyzer abundance sensitivities quoted in this chapter
should therefore be contemplated alongside other aspects of MS analysis, such as
those mentioned above, when designing experimental protocols for the detection of
low abundance polymer chains.

1.3
Instrumentation

Since the early twentieth century, when the analytical discipline of MS was being
established, many methods have been applied to the sorting of gas-phase ions
according to their m/z�s. The following technologies have since come to dominate
mass analysis in contemporaryMSandare all available fromone ormore commercial
vendors: sector mass analyzers, quadrupole mass filters, 3D ion traps, linear ion
traps, TOF mass analyzers, FT-ICR mass analyzers, and orbitraps. This section
presents the basic operating principles of these instruments and summarizes their
performance characteristics using the measures of performance discussed in
Section 1.2. As cost and laboratory space requirements are often a determining
factor in the choice of instrumentation, these characteristics are also listed.

For each mass analyzer presented in this section, the summarized performance
characteristics do not necessarily represent absolute limits of performance. The use
of tailored mass analysis protocols in altered commercial instrumentation, or
instrumentation constructed in-house, can often allow for performance beyond
what would typically be expected. The listed figures of merit, therefore, represent
a summary of optimal levels of performance that should be capable of being readily
accessed using standard commercially available instrumentation.

1.3.1
Sector Mass Analyzers

Sector mass analyzers are the most mature of the MS mass analysis technologies,
having enjoyed widespread use from the 1950s through to the 1980s. The
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illustration in Figure 1.6 demonstrates the basic operating principle of magnetic
sectors, which are employed in all sectormass analyzers.Magnetic sectors bend the
trajectories of ions accelerated from an ion source into circular paths; for a fixed
accelerating potential, typically set between 2 and 10 kV, the radii of these paths are
determined by the momentum-to-charge ratios of the ions. In such a manner, the
ions of differing m/z�s are dispersed in space. While dispersing ions of different
momentum-to-charge ratios, the ions of identical momentum-to-charge ratios but
initially divergent ion paths are focused in a process called direction focusing.
These processes ensure that, for a fixed magnetic field strength, the ions of a
specificmomentum-to-charge ratiowill follow a path through to the ion detector. By
scanning the magnetic field strength, the ions of different m/z can therefore be
separated for detection.

When utilizing a magnetic sector alone, resolutions of only a few hundred can be
obtained. This is primarily due to limitations associated with differences in ion
velocities. To correct for this, electric sectors can be placed before or after the
magnetic sector in �double focusing� instruments, as illustrated in Figure 1.7.
Electric sectors disperse ions according to their kinetic energy-to-charge ratios,
while also providing the same type of direction focusing as magnetic sectors.
Through the careful design of two sector instruments, these kinetic energy
dispersions can be corrected for by the momentum dispersions of the magnetic

Figure 1.6 An illustration of the basic components of amagnetic sectormass analyzer system, and
the means by which it achieves m/z-based ion separation.
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sector. This results in velocity focusing, where ions of initially differing velocities
are focused onto the same point. As both sectors also provide direction focusing,
differences in both ion velocities and direction are accounted for in this process of
double focusing.

Theperformance characteristics of double focusing sector instruments, as listed in
Table 1.1, are unrivaled in terms of linear dynamic range and abundance sensitivity,
while excellent mass accuracy and resolution are also capable of being obtained [8].
Despite these high-level performance capabilities, which have largely been estab-
lished in elemental and inorganic MS, the use of sector mass analyzers in relation to
other instruments has declined. This is because the applications of MS to biological
problems, which have driven many of the contemporary advances in mass analyzer
design, do not place an emphasis on obtaining ultrahigh linear dynamic ranges or
abundance sensitivities. When coupled with the prohibitive size and cost of sector
mass analyzers, this has seen other mass analyzer technologies favored by com-
mercial producers of MS instrumentation. As such, sector mass analyzers have not
been widely implemented in the analysis of macromolecules, such as synthetic
polymers.

Table 1.1 Typical figures of merit for double focusing sector mass analyzers.

Mass resolving power 100 000
Mass accuracy <1 ppm
Mass range 10 000
Linear dynamic range 1� 109

Abundance sensitivity 1� 106–1� 109

Other High cost and large space requirements

Figure 1.7 The operating principles of a double focusing sector mass analyzer.
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1.3.2
Quadrupole Mass Filters

Since the 1970s quadrupole mass filters have been perhaps the most widely utilized
mass analyzer. The basic features of this method of mass analysis are illustrated in
Figure 1.8. Quadrupole mass filters operate via the application of radio frequency
(RF) and direct current (DC) voltages to four rods: the combination of RF and DC
voltages determine the trajectories of ions of a givenm/zwithin themassfilter; stable
ion trajectories pass through to the detector while ions of unstable trajectories are
neutralized by striking the quadrupole electrodes. By increasing themagnitude of the
RF and DC voltages, typically while keeping the ratio of these two different voltages
constant, the ions of differing m/z can sequentially pass through the mass filter for
detection.

In discussing the operation of quadrupolemass filters, Mathieu stability diagrams
are often of great utility. These diagrams, an example of which has been shown in
Figure 1.9, allow one to obtain a ready visualization of the ions which will pass
through to the detector and the ions which will not. The equations of ionmotion in a
quadrupole mass filter are second-order differential equations – this is because the
RF voltages applied during mass analysis are time varying – and Mathieu stability
diagrams are graphical representations of general solutions to these second-order
differential equations. They are produced by plotting a parameter related to the RF
voltage, q, against a parameter related to the DCvoltage, a. These parameters are also
determined by the frequency of the RF voltage, the size of the quadrupole rods and
the m/z�s of the ions under scrutiny. As the size of the quadrupole rods remain
unchanged and the frequency of the RF voltage is usually held constant, one can
therefore readily observe voltage combinations that will lead to stable trajectories for
ions of a specified m/z. These areas in the Mathieu stability diagram are termed
stability regions, and are labeled A, B, C, and D in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.8 An illustration of the basic components of a quadrupole mass filter system, and the
means by which it achieves m/z-based ion separation.
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Typical figures of merit for quadrupole mass filters have been listed in Table 1.2.
Though quadrupole mass filters are a mainstay of contemporary mass analysis, they
are low-performance instruments when judged in terms of mass resolving power,
mass accuracy, andmass range. The vast majority of quadrupole mass filters operate
within the first stability region, labeled A in Figure 1.9, and improvements in mass
resolving power have been demonstrated when operating in higher stability
regions [9, 10]. These improvements, however, come at the expense of mass range.
Likewise, mass range extensions, which have been achieved through reductions in
the operating frequency of the RF voltage [11–14], come at the expense of mass
resolving power. The inability to maximize mass range, mass resolving power, or
mass accuracy without compromise has ensured that, when operating quadrupole
mass filters under standard conditions, these performance characteristics remain

Figure 1.9 The Mathieu stability diagram. Stability regions are labeled A, B, C, and D.

Table 1.2 Typical figures of merit for quadrupole mass filters.

Mass resolving power 100–1000
Mass accuracy 100 ppm
Mass range 4000
Linear dynamic range 1� 107

Abundance sensitivity 1� 104–1� 106

Other Low cost and low space requirements
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modest. Despite these limitations, quadrupole mass filters are capable of producing
excellent linear dynamic ranges and abundance sensitivities. Along with their low
cost, ease of automation, low ion acceleration voltages, and small physical size, these
performance capabilities have contributed to the continued popularity of these
instruments.

1.3.3
3D Ion Traps

Quadrupole ion traps are close relatives of the quadrupole mass filter and may be
employed as 2D or 3D devices. The present section focuses upon the 3D ion trap, an
example of which has been illustrated in Figure 1.10. The operating principles of 3D
ion traps are similar to those of quadrupolemass filters. 3D ion traps, however, apply
their electric fields in three dimensions as opposed to the two dimensions of mass
filters; this is achieved through the arrangement of electrodes in a sandwich
geometry: two end-cap electrodes enclose a ring electrode. This arrangement allows
ions to be trappedwithin the electricfield.When considering the operating principles
of 3D ion traps, theMathieu stability diagrammay once again be used to visualize the

Figure 1.10 An illustration of the basic components of a 3D ion trap system.
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ions selected for detection.Unlike quadrupolemassfilters, however, it is the unstable
ions that are detected in standard 3D ion trapmass analysis.Mass selective instability
is introduced by scanning the RF voltage applied to the device; as the voltage
increases, the ions of sequentially higher m/z�s are selected for detection by being
ejected through an end-cap opening.

3D ion traps are generally capable of achieving moderate levels of performance in
terms of mass resolving power, mass accuracy, andmass range, as can be seen in the
figures ofmerit listed in Table 1.3. Innovativemodes of operation can, however, allow
these performance characteristics to be improved. For example, mass range exten-
sions can be achieved by using resonance ejection, inwhich resonance conditions are
induced by matching the frequency of ion oscillations in the trap with the frequency
of a supplementary potential applied to the end-cap electrodes. Large enough
amplitude of the resonance signal will allow ions to be ejected from the trap. Mass
ranges of approximately 70 000 have been observed in conventional 3D ion traps
using resonance ejection [15, 16], though this mode of operation is not readily
supported by commercial instrumentation. The substantial lowering of RF voltage
scan rates is another method by which 3D ion trap performance can be improved.
Using this technique, resolutions of up to 107 have been achieved [17]. Such high
levels of performance, however, come at the expense of analysis time and are
generally performed over narrow mass ranges. As such, practical operating condi-
tions result in significantly lower mass resolving powers.

The linear dynamic ranges of ion trappingdevices, such as 3D ion traps, are limited
bymass discrimination effects associatedwith ion/ion interactions or charge transfer
to background gases. The extents to which these effects occur are influenced by ion
trap storage capacities. In 3D ion traps, mass discrimination effects can ultimately
lead to quite low performance. Though methods based around the selective accu-
mulation of specific ions have been shown to increase linear dynamic range up to at
least 105 [18], these methods rely upon preselection of ions for analysis and are
therefore unlikely to be practical for most polymer studies.

The abundance sensitivities of 3D ion traps are also relatively low. As with the
linear dynamic range, the abundance sensitivity is related to the ion storage capacity
when an ion trapping device is employed. The ion storage capacity of a specific device
will depend on its dimensions and operating parameters, but in general, commercial
3D ion traps can be estimated to be capable of trapping 106–107 ions [19]. Though
attempts at increasing abundance sensitivity have been made [20, 21], the inherent

Table 1.3 Typical figures of merit for 3D ion traps.

Mass resolving power 1000–10 000
Mass accuracy 50–100 ppm
Mass range 4000
Linear dynamic range 1� 102–1� 103

Abundance sensitivity 1� 102 – 1� 103

Other Low cost and low space requirements
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limitations of 3D ion trap storage capacity ensure that the abundance sensitivities of
these instruments remain a weakness.

Despite their relatively modest performance capabilities, commercial ion traps are
highly robust, have impressive MS/MS and MSn capabilities (as expanded upon in
Section 1.4) and are also remarkable for their attractively low size and cost. As such,
3D ion traps continue to see widespread use as workhorse-type instruments.

1.3.4
Linear Ion Traps

The operation of a quadrupole ion trap as 2D device – a linear ion trap – was first
described in the late 1960s, but it is only in recent years that linear ion traps have
emerged as a prominent form of mass analyzer. In contemporary stand-alone linear
ion traps [22], an example of which has been illustrated in Figure 1.11, ions are
trapped radially in a central section by an RF voltage, and axially by static DC
potentials applied to end trapping elements. As with 3D ion traps, ions associated
with unstable regions in theMathieu stability diagram are selected for detection. The
mass selective ejection of ions occurs radially through slots in central section rods and
is achieved via the application of alternating current (AC) voltages. In addition to
these stand-alone radial ejection devices, axial ejection linear ion traps have also
foundutility in contemporaryMSby enhancing the performance of triple quadrupole
(QqQ) mass spectrometers [23]; the basic capabilities of QqQ instruments will be
discussed in Section 1.4.

Typical figures of merit for linear ion traps have been listed in Table 1.4. The mass
resolving powers, mass accuracies, andmass ranges of linear ion traps are controlled
by many of the processes associated with 3D ion trap mass analysis; as such, the
capabilities of these two forms of mass analyzer are comparable when using these
measures of performance. Linear ion traps do, however, feature ion storage capacities

Figure 1.11 An illustration of the basic components of a radial ejection linear ion trap.
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that are over an order of magnitude higher than those of 3D ion traps [24]; the
associated decreases inmass discrimination [22] suggest that greater linear dynamic
range capabilities should be expected from these instruments. The trapping effi-
ciencies of linear ion traps have also been demonstrated to be superior to those of 3D
ion traps [22]. This advantage, in concert with their superior ion storage capacities,
leads to relatively high abundance sensitivities. Like 3D ion traps, linear ion traps also
feature high levels of robustness, excellent MS/MS and MSn capabilities, favorably
small size, and relatively low costs. When coupled to their superior performance
capabilities, these features suggest that linear ion traps will likely supplant 3D ion
traps as the dominant technology in quadrupole ion trap mass analysis.

1.3.5
Time-of-Flight Mass Analyzers

The 1980s witnessed the development of the revolutionary pulsed ionizationmethod
ofMALDI. Themass analysis technique that saw the greatest increase in prominence
as a result of this development was the TOF process, which requires a well-defined
start time and is therefore ideally suited to being interfaced with pulsed ion sources.
Though various important advances have been made to the TOF process since the
development of MALDI, the basic operating principles underlying this method of
mass analysis remain conceptually simple. These basic principles of operation can be
seen in the illustration shown in Figure 1.12. All TOFmass analyzers rely upon the
acceleration of ions obtained from an ion source through a fixed potential into a drift
region of a set length. This process of ion acceleration results in all ions of the same
charge obtaining the same kinetic energy, and as kinetic energy is equal to 0.5 mv2,
withm representing themass of the ion and v the velocity of the ion, lowermass ions
will obtain a greater velocity than higher mass ions. Lower mass ions will therefore
traverse the distance of the drift region in a shorter amount of time than heavier ions,
resulting in the separation of ions according to their m/z. As the length of the drift
region is known, ion velocities can be determined bymeasuring the time they take to
reach the detector, allowing the m/z of the ions to be determined.

An important source of error in a TOF experiment stems from small differences in
the kinetic energies of ions of the samem/z; whenMALDI ion sources are used, these
kinetic energy distributions can be traced to aspects inherent to the complex processes
involved in gas-phase ion generation [25]. To correct for these differences, almost all

Table 1.4 Typical figures of merit for linear ion traps.

Mass resolving power 1000–10 000
Mass accuracy 50–100 ppm
Mass range 4000
Linear dynamic range 1� 103–1� 104

Abundance sensitivity 1� 103–1� 104

Other Low cost and low space requirements
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TOF mass analyzers employ a single ion mirror, as illustrated in Figure 1.12. These
reflectron TOF instruments operate by sending ions down one flight distance toward
an electrostatic mirror, which then reflects the ions down a second flight distance
toward a detector. In addition to compensating for differences in ion kinetic energies,
the use of an ion mirror has the additional advantage of increasing the total flight
distance without having to significantly increase the size of the mass spectrometer.
These improvements lead to significantly increased mass resolving power and mass
accuracy [26]. Kinetic energy distributions can also be corrected for through theprocess
of delayed extraction, in whichMALDI is performed in the absence of an electric field;
ions are subsequently extracted using a high voltage pulse after a predetermined time
delay. This process of delayed extraction has also been demonstrated to produce
significant improvements in mass resolving power and mass accuracy [27–29].

Another major advance in contemporary TOF mass analysis has been the inven-
tion of orthogonal acceleration for coupling to continuous ionization sources [30], the
basic principles ofwhich are also illustrated in Figure 1.12. This techniquemakes use
of independent axes for ion generation and mass analysis; a continuous ion source
fills an acceleration region, and when full, an orthogonal acceleration process sends
the ions into the TOF drift region. While the ions are being separated in the drift
region, a new set of ions is collected in the acceleration region; this produces great
experimental sensitivity. Importantly, orthogonal acceleration TOF has allowed
ionization methods other than MALDI, most notably electrospray ionization (ESI),
to benefit from the strong performance characteristics of TOF mass analysis.

Typical figures of merit for TOF mass analyzers are given in Table 1.5. Most
contemporary TOF mass analyzers are reflectron instruments; the quoted mass
resolving power and mass accuracy values are based upon the capabilities of these
mass spectrometers. The mass accuracy values obtained from contemporary instru-
mentation have also benefited from the development of increasingly fast electronics;
the nanosecond time resolution that is now routinely available contributes to the
potential for achieving excellentmass accuracy. Increasingly fast electronics have also

Figure 1.12 An illustration of the basic components of an orthogonal acceleration TOF mass
analysis system featuring an ion mirror, and the means by which it achieves m/z-based ion
separation.
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contributed toward increases in linear dynamic range. As there is a trade-off between
the speed of the electronics and dynamic range, the capabilities of digital electronics
improve the point at which this trade-off occurs. In terms of abundance sensitivity,
the phenomenon of detector ringing as a result of higher abundance ion detection
can have an adverse impact [31]. This problem is, however, minor when compared to
the issues related to ion storage capacities in ion trapping instruments; TOF mass
analyzers therefore typically feature higher levels of abundance sensitivity when
compared to ion trapping devices. Of particular importance to polymer chemists is
themass range of TOFmass analyzers, which is theoretically unlimited.Mass ranges
of 2000 kDahave beendemonstrated in a cryodetectionMALDI-TOFinstrument [32],
and in practice, mass ranges of >70 000 can be readily achieved using commercial
instrumentation. In combination, these performance characteristicsmakeTOFmass
analysis an incredibly attractive option for many polymer studies.

1.3.6
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Analyzers

Mass analysis by FT-ICR was first described in 1974 [33], and the method has since
growntobecomethestateof theart intermsofmassresolvingpowerandmassaccuracy
capabilities. The basic operating principles of FT-ICR mass analysis are illustrated in
Figure 1.13. In a similar manner to magnetic sector-based mass analysis, FT-ICR
utilizes a magnetic field in its determinations ofm/z. The kinetic energies of the ions
measuredbyFT-ICRare, however, significantly lower than those analyzedbymagnetic
sector mass analyzers; this has the important consequence that, rather than being
deflected by the magnetic field, the ions are trapped within the magnetic field. These
trapped ions orbit with �cyclotron� frequencies that are inversely proportional to their
m/z. Following the trappingof ions,RFvoltagesonexcitationplatesheldperpendicular
tothemagneticfieldareswept througharangeoffrequencies; thiscausesthesequential
resonance excitation of ions into higher radii orbits. The oscillating field generated
by these ion ensembles induces image currents in circuits connected to detection
plates; the resultant time-domain signals of ionmotion are converted into frequency-
domain signals via a Fourier transform, which leads to the generation of a mass
spectrum. If lowpressuresaremaintainedwithin theFT-ICRcell, the cyclotronmotion
can be held formany cycles, reducing the uncertainty of the frequencymeasurements
and thereby allowing m/z to be determined with great accuracy.

Table 1.5 Typical figures of merit for TOF mass analyzers.

Mass resolving power 1000–40 000
Mass accuracy 5–50 ppm
Mass range >100 000
Linear dynamic range 1� 106

Abundance sensitivity 1� 106

Other Moderate cost and moderate space requirements
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A summary of typical figures of merit for FT-ICR mass analyzers is given in
Table 1.6. The mass resolving power and mass accuracy capabilities of these
instruments are unparalleled in contemporary MS, and significant opportunities
exist for these capabilities to be improved even further [34]. FT-ICR instruments also

Figure 1.13 The operating principles of FT-ICR mass analysis. White arrows represent illustrative
ion paths.
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offer increased mass ranges relative to other ion trapping devices. Ion storage
capacities, however, remain to be a determining factor in limiting linear dynamic
ranges and abundance sensitivities. Despite this, FT-ICR mass analyzers are the
highest quality option for the analysis of polymer samples when ultrahigh mass
accuracy and resolving power are required. These advantages do, however, come at a
premium in terms of instrument cost and laboratory space requirements.

1.3.7
Orbitraps

Orbitraps represent the most recently developed form of mass analyzer in wide-
spread contemporary usage, having been first described in 2000 [35]. The general
principles of operation associated with orbitrap mass analysis are illustrated in
Figure 1.14. These mass analyzers, like FT-ICR instruments and quadrupole ion
traps, function as ion trapping devices. Unlike these other mass analyzers, however,
orbitraps perform their trapping functions in the absence of magnetic or RF fields
and instead utilize a purely electrostatic field generated by an outer barrel-like
electrode and an inner axial spindle. Ions are injected tangentially into this field.
The electrodes are carefully shaped such that the electrostatic attractions of the ions to

Table 1.6 Typical figures of merit for FT-ICR mass analyzers.

Mass resolving power 10 000–1000,000
Mass accuracy 1–5 ppm
Mass range >10 000
Linear dynamic range 1� 103–1� 104

Abundance sensitivity 1� 103–1� 104

Other High cost and large space requirements

Figure 1.14 An illustration of the basic components of anOrbitrapmass analyzer. The black arrow
represents an illustrative ion path.
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the inner electrode are balanced by their centrifugal forces, causing them to orbit
around the spindle, while the axial field causes the ions to simultaneously perform
harmonic oscillations along the spindle at a frequency proportional to (m/z)0.5. Image
currents induced by the oscillating ions are detected by the outerwall of the barrel-like
chamber, and in a similarmanner to FT-ICR, the resultant time-domain signals of ion
motion are converted into frequency-domain signals via a Fourier transform, which
allows a mass spectrum to be produced.

A summary of typical figures of merit associated with orbitrap mass analyzers is
presented in Table 1.7. As with FT-ICR, the mass resolving powers obtained using
orbitraps are proportional to the number of harmonic oscillations that are detected. As
the maximum acquisition times in orbitraps are more limited than those of FT-ICR
instruments, their mass resolving power ceilings are not as high. Nevertheless,
orbitraps are still capable of achieving mass resolving powers of up to 150000 [36],
which places them among the most powerful instruments available today. The mass
accuracy values capable of being obtained using orbitraps approach those of FT-ICR
instruments; mass accuracies within 2 ppm can be expected when internal calibration
is performed [37]. Though issues relating to ion storage capacity still place significant
limitations on the capabilities of orbitraps in relation to linear dynamic range and
abundance sensitivity, they nonetheless feature larger ion storage capacities [35–38]
and greater space charge capacities at highermass [39]when compared toFT-ICRmass
analyzers and 3D ion traps. As such, orbitraps have been shown to compare favorably
with these instrumentswhen judgedby these particularmeasures of performance [36].
A major advantage of orbitraps is that their functioning does not require the use of
superconducting magnets; they are therefore significantly less costly than FT-ICR
instruments and have far more modest laboratory space requirements. These factors
may ultimately ensure that orbitraps become favored over FT-ICR instruments for
ultrahigh mass resolving power and mass accuracy polymer in analyses.

1.4
Instrumentation in Tandem and Multiple-Stage Mass Spectrometry

Developments in ion source, mass analyzer, and detector technologies have signif-
icantly improved the performance characteristics of modern mass spectrometers
(vide supra).While these improvements have contributed greatly to the utility ofMS in

Table 1.7 Typical figures of merit for orbitrap mass analyzers.

Mass resolving power 10 000–150 000
Mass accuracy 2–5 ppm
Mass range 6000
Linear dynamic range 1� 103–1� 104

Abundance sensitivity 1� 104

Other Moderate cost and low space requirements
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polymer science bymore sensitive and accuratemeasurement ofm/z, understanding
the structural connectivity of molecular species cannot be established by molecular
mass alone nomatter how accurately measured. In other disciplines, MS/MS as well
as MSn have greatly expanded the scope and utility of MS by providing structural
elucidation. Nowhere is this more apparent than in proteomics where the sequences
(i.e., molecular structure) of peptide biopolymers are now established, almost
exclusively, by this approach. Comparatively, the implementation of MS/MS and
MSn in polymer characterization has been modest and this can be attributed to two
key reasons: (i) the yield of product ions observed is often low and (ii) the greater
heterogeneity in synthetic polymer samples makes interpretation of the data chal-
lenging [40, 41]. While MS/MS andMSn of polymers is the topic of a further chapter
of this book, here we discuss the key performance criteria of different combinations
of mass analyzers and highlight some contemporary developments that may play a
role in overcoming some of the current challenges in generating information-rich
tandem mass spectra of polymers.

MS/MS involves two stages of MS: precursor ions are mass-selected in the first
stage (MS-I) of the experiment and are induced to undergo a chemical reaction that
changes theirmass or charge, leaving behind a product ion and aneutral fragment (or
possibly another product ion if the precursor ionwasmultiply charged); in the second
stage (MS-II), the product ions generated from these chemical reactions are mass
analyzed. Some instruments allow this process to be repeatedmultiple times inMSn

experiments, where n refers to the number of stages ofMS performed. The chemical
reactions that proceed between the different MS stages are most frequently unim-
olecular dissociation reactions initiated by an increase in internal energy. Such ion
activation is most commonly affected by collision-induced dissociation (CID),
whereby the mass-selected precursor ion undergoes an energetic collision with an
inert, stationary gas (e.g., N2, Ar, or He) [42]. The amount of energy imparted in the
collision is related to the translational kinetic energy of the precursor ion (most easily
considered as the product of the number of charges on the ionizedmolecule and the
accelerating potential applied within the instrument) and its mass. Thus, for ionized
oligomers if the mass increases without a concomitant increase in charge, the
internal energy will be less resulting in a lower product ion abundance.

Various different scan types can be executed inMS/MS andMSn experiments, and
each type can be used to extract different pieces of information from the sample
under investigation. These scan types, as summarized in Figure 1.15 for MS/MS
experiments, depend upon the static (i.e., transmission of a singlem/z) or scan (i.e.,
analysis of all m/z) status of each stage of the experiment. How these different scan
types apply to investigations concerning polymer systems are expanded upon below.

Selected reaction monitoring is generally implemented for the purposes
of selective ion quantification and involves passing a known precursor ion through
MS-I, and a known product ion (or ions) through MS-II. In this manner, precursor
ions of indistinguishable mass to other ions generated from the sample can be
selectively monitored if they produce unique product ions. Added specificity can be
obtained by undertaking multiple-reaction monitoring experiments where, for
example, several product ions are monitored in MS-II. Such analyses are usually
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performed as a mechanism for highly selective and sensitive detection in online
liquid or gas chromatography (i.e., LC-MS/MS and GC-MS/MS). Though these
experiments can be of enormous utility for various purposes, for example, in the
quantification of pharmaceutical compounds in human plasma, selected reaction
monitoring has limited value in the majority of conventional MS investigations
into polymerization systems. This lies in the fact that polymerization experiments
typically couple poorly to conventional chromatographic methods and often
fragmentation of the systems in question has not previously been established.

As with selected reaction monitoring, the precursor ion scan type requires
knowledge of the preferred modes of fragmentation for the precursor ions. This
particular scan type allows for the selective detection of particular classes of precursor
ions, namely, precursor ions which dissociate to form common product ions. The
precursor scan type can be of use in the analysis of polymer samples if the
fragmentation behavior for a given ion obtained from the sample is known. Using
this information, other structurally similar ions can be identified, potentially sim-
plifying the identification of products in the sample. In a similar way, the constant
neutral loss scan monitors a neutral mass loss between precursor and product ion
and thus can also be used formonitoring formoleculeswith a similar structuralmotif
in the presence of other, more abundant but structurally unrelated compounds. In a
neutral loss scan, MS-I andMS-II are scanned to maintain a constantm/z difference
associated with the neutral fragment of interest. In a similarmanner to the precursor

Figure 1.15 A summary of the scan types available to MS/MS experiments.
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scan, the constant neutral loss scan can be used to identify ions of a common
structural background, which can potentially aid in product identification.While this
combination of scan types has been used to great effect in other fields, notably lipid
MS [43], it has yet to bewidely applied inpolymer characterization because of thewide
range of polymer structures and only a limited knowledge of fragmentation behavior.

Of the four scan types inMS/MS, the product ion scan is themost directmethod of
obtaining structural information from a previously unidentified ion and is thus
perhaps the most widely applicable to samples associated with investigations into
polymer systems. The product scan type isolates a specific precursor ion and analyzes
all of the resulting product ions; careful interpretation of the fragmentation pathways
indicated by the product ions can allow insights into the structural make-up of the
precursor ion.

The instruments capable of undertaking MS/MS experiments can be classified
into two groups: tandem-in-space instruments and tandem-in-time instruments.
Tandem-in-space instruments require separatemass analyzers to be utilized for each
MS stage and are associated with beam-type technology such as sector mass
analyzers, quadrupole mass filters, and TOF mass analyzers. The earliest MS/MS
instruments used sectors for the twoMS stages [44], and the promise shown by these
instruments led to the development of the cheaper andmore user-friendly QqQ [45].
These QqQ instruments, which are still heavily in use today, operate the first and last
quadrupoles as the actual mass filters, with the middle quadrupole acting as a CID
cell. Since the introduction of QqQ instruments, various hybrid instruments, in
which distinct mass analysis methodologies are applied at each stage of the MS/MS
experiment, have been developed. Of these instruments, the quadrupole-TOF
(Q-TOF) mass spectrometer [46] has become a mainstay of MS/MS technology.
Q-TOF instruments have the disadvantage of not being able to perform the precursor
and constant neutral loss scans that QqQ instruments are capable of, as the
TOF method of separating ions in time is not conducive to these screening-type
scans; however, these instruments remain advantageous for the speed in which
MS/MS experiments can be conducted and their ability to provide accurate mass
measurements on product ions. In contrast to the tandem-in-space instruments,
tandem-in-time instruments separate the different MS stages by time, with the
various stages of MS/MS being performed in one mass analyzer. These instruments
are associated with ion trapping technology such as quadrupole ion traps, FT-ICR
mass analyzers, and orbitraps. Though tandem-in-time instruments are incapable
of performing precursor ion or constant neutral loss scans, they have the advantage
of being able to readily perform MSn experiments, as the separate MS stages do not
require the implementation of multiple mass analyzers. This can be advantageous
in providing detailed structural information by elucidation of secondary or even
tertiary product ions. More recently, hybrid instruments have been developed that
combine both in-space with in-time mass analysis leading to a fascinating array of
combinations, as summarized in Figure 1.16.

While a detailed discussion of the relative capabilities of the instrument geom-
etries listed in Figure 1.16 is beyond the scope of this chapter (see Ref. [47]), one key
criterion that should be considered in the context of MS/MS is the collision energy
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regime (an excellent tutorial on the full range of figures of merit in ion activation is
found in Ref. [48]). Depending on the instrument configuration, CID is generally
considered as either high or low energy depending on whether the translational
energy of the precursor ion is > or <1 keV, respectively. Early sector-based mass
spectrometers operated in the keV energy range, and thus the mechanism of ion
activation and the amount of internal energy imparted to a precursor ion was
significantly different to that of a contemporary QqQ orQ-TOFgeometry instrument
(typically <100 eV). Interestingly, more recent developments in TOF-TOF geome-
tries have, almost serendipitously, provided renewed interest in the high-energy CID
regime. This holds out some promise for polymer analysis where oligomers can be of
high mass and may be only singly charged [49]. Furthermore, the current research
into alternative approaches to ion activation and their implementation into com-
mercial instrumentation (e.g., electron capture dissociation, electron transfer dis-
sociation, and photodissociation) augurs well for future development of tandem
mass spectrometric methods for polymer science.

1.5
Conclusions and Outlook

Recent and continuing advances in mass analyzer design have ensured that the field
of polymer chemistry remains well positioned to see increased benefits from MS.
Workhorse-type instruments, such as quadrupole ion traps, are nowwell established,
and their role in providing readily accessible, informative polymer characterizations

Figure 1.16 A summary of mass analyzers and mass analyzer combinations used for MS/MS and
MSn.
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is unlikely to be displaced in the near future. With the growing accessibility of high
performance mass analysis options, a general increase in the depth of mass
spectrometric-based polymer characterizations can, however, be envisaged. In this
regard, the benefits of ultra highmass accuracy andmass resolving power, previously
obtained solely fromFT-ICRs for polymer samples, are likely to becomemore broadly
appreciated with the advent of orbitrap mass analysis. The increasing power of TOF
technologies is also of note; progressively higher mass accuracies and resolving
powers are being achieved over broad mass ranges. Along with their potential to
produce excellent abundance sensitivities, these improving performance character-
istics suggest that TOF mass analyzers will continue to play an important role in
polymer chemistry. Though continued progress in individual mass analyzer design
can be expected, the dominant trend in contemporary MS instrument development
has been in mass analyzer hybridization. The specific benefits of these hybrid
instruments will become more apparent as the role of MS/MS and MSn in polymer
chemistry is further established.Given this suite of newanddeveloping technologies,
an intriguing array of mass analysis options is now primed to be more thoroughly
explored by the polymer chemistry community.
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